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Advent: Woes and Warring for Souls
‘Perhaps what we modern people need most is to be genuinely shaken…God permits this whirlwind
to go over the earth…This is the first Advent message: before the end, the world will be set
quaking.’ FR Alfred Delp
‘The coming of Jesus is fearsome news for everyone with a conscience’, says Dietrich
Bonhoeffer. Advent jolts us awake. Rather than lull ourselves to sleep with boozy good cheer, we
can rouse ourselves in the electric lights radiating from the gray. God calls us to shine bright for the
saving of many lives.
So it was at our Gender Matters Conference in Manila. Between the Feast of St. Andrew and the
first Sunday of Advent, hundreds of us packed out a hall in the city center and betrothed ourselves
anew to Jesus and His truth for humanity amid a national drive to enslave citizens by guaranteeing
‘rights to gender expression’, aka defy your nature and conjure a false self. The Philippines is
poised to become the first nation in Asia to pass a law that grants preferential treatment to the everexpanding LGBT+ set while imposing extreme penalties for anyone who ‘creates an emotionally
distressing environment’ which ‘results in the loss of self-esteem’ for any person flaunting an
identity fracture.
The bill is expressly designed to silence any pastor, parent, or friend who casts a vision of gender
wholeness for loved ones being tempted by a host of fake identities.

Jesus provokes us who have died to these solutions and now live for Him. We cannot celebrate the
dead-end of sexualizing our injuries and unmet needs. In truth, we grieve and mourn and cry out
for true justice. A godly congress-woman implored us to pray and fight for a delay of the bill which
slam dunked the lower house 187-0 and is scheduled to go before the Senate mid-December.
Wise senators are working hard for this delay in order to buy time in which to rouse the
Church—Philippine’s drowsy, distracted giant.
The Holy Spirit honored our gathering; His Presence summoned fresh repentance and many tears
over this delusion and the traditional adulteries that broke ground for this rainbow psychosis. More
than anything, we poured out our hearts for a generation who are being entombed by fake
identities.
I recalled St. Andrew whose gift to us as the first apostle was a deep, child-like faith in Jesus and
an immediate evangelistic impulse. Having beheld the Lamb, he directed his brother Peter to
Jesus, declaring ‘We have found the Messiah’ (JN 1:35-42).
St Andrew reminded me that our Philippine advance was not first about politics or theology or
psychology—it was for persons doomed to die unless merciful ones, endowed with true vision, direct
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them to Jesus. Scattered throughout our gathering were wide-eyed gender-benders alongside
faithful friends. ‘They’ are us—wounded wonderful persons who will remain slaves until they
discover the Father who alone has power to confirm us as His sons and daughters (Gal. 4:3-7).
‘When these signs begin to happen, stand erect and raise your heads because your redemption is
at hand’ (LK 21:28).
Please take time to watch our new video and become ‘Chaste Together.’
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